No Longer Science Fiction

Genetics is not your destiny. That was one of the messages to Congress this week from pioneering researchers in the field. MORE »

Understanding Your Genome

Will knowing your genome change your life? Boston-area academics and business leaders gathered to explore the question at HMS. MORE »

Is Farming in Our Genes?

By analyzing ancient human DNA, scientists now have proof of how our ancestors mixed, migrated and adapted. MORE »

Featured Events

11.24.15 Lunch and Learn: Transgender Health. TMEC, Walter Amph., 12:30 p.m.

11.25.15 Mindfulness Meditation Practice. Harvard Chan School, FXB, Rm. G03, 12:30 p.m.
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Exceptional Service

From Ghana to Boston's North Shore, members of the HMS community go above and beyond in service to local, national or international communities.
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